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Blue Orchard Bee 

The blue orchard bee is a member  
of the leafcutter bee family (Megachilidae). 

Leafcutter bees construct cells and lay eggs within cavities, such as holes in wood or hollow twigs. Most species in the family 
build individual cells out of pieces of cut leaves, but the blue orchard bee and other members of the genus Osmia use mud, 
sometimes mixed with chewed leaves or other materials, to build their cells. Because of this, they are often referred to as 
mason bees rather than leafcutter bees.  
 
The blue orchard bee is solitary and does not form colonies of any kind. However, it is willing to nest in aggregations, which 

means it can be collected and reared on a commercial scale.  
 
The blue orchard bee is active in the spring and early summer 
and forages well in inclement weather. This makes it an excel-
lent pollinator of tree fruit. Only a few hundred female or-
chard bees are needed to pollinate an acre of orchard, as has 
been demonstrated in cherry and apple. The blue orchard bee 
has been considered for use in other early-blooming crops, 
but because it prefers foraging in trees, its potential may be 
limited.  
 
Mason bees can be purchased as pupae from a commercial 
supplier, or wild residents can be encouraged by providing 
appropriate nesting sites. This includes nest boxes or 
“domiciles” made of bundles of paper straws, reed or bamboo 
sections, or wooden blocks with holes drilled into them. It is 
also helpful to provide a bucket or dish of mud near the domi-
ciles, so that the bees do not need to spend time searching for 
it elsewhere. 

Osmia lignaria Fab. 

Blue orchard bees nesting in a man-made docimile (photo by  
Scott Famous,  BugwoodImages) 

Blue orchard bee (photo by Algidus at Buggide.net) 
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Left:  Osmia egg within a cell in a twig nest;  note the pollen provisions (photo by tpjunier);  Right: An Osmia larva in a nest cell (photo 
courtesy of  Entomart.be)  
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Nest boxes and other domiciles may attract woodpeckers and other birds capable of extracting the larvae. A screen can be 
placed over the boxes to protect the larvae, although this will make the domiciles less attractive to female bees.  
 
Mason bees are present only in the spring and early summer, but they are active for much longer than the blooming period 
of most crops. They require resources for several weeks after their crop pollination work is complete if they are to produce a 
generation the following year. Many so-called "weeds" are excellent sources of pollen and nectar for bees when the orchard 
crop itself is not in bloom. Planting forage flowers that bloom at an appropriate time is also helpful, and may act to suppress 
other weeds that may compete with the crop during bloom. More details on how to manage blue orchard bees for pollina-
tion can be found in Bosch & Kemp (2001) and Mader et al. (2010). 
 
Availability and price of blue orchard bees varies considerably each year. See Vendors – Managed Pollinators for a list of 
Canadian providers, and those that will ship to Canada. 
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